We investigate our free-energy function (FEF) for discriminating the native fold of a protein from misfolded decoys. It is a physics-based function using an all-atom model which comprises the hydration entropy (HE) and the total dehydration penalty (TDP).
Introduction
structures lost due to the removal decreases. This is because the resultant model NS becomes closer to the true NS. As explained so far, a model NS is often disqualified for representing the true NS.
When the NMR technique is employed in experimental determination of the NS, there are usually a lot of candidate models of the NS satisfying the experimental data.
However, such NS models are not necessarily physically reasonable. This is because, in our view, a molecular model is not employed for water and the incorporation of the water-entropy effect is insufficient in the conventional procedures of determining the NS models. The problem is that it is not simple to select the best NS model. This is why the proteins whose native structures were determined through the NMR are often not considered in testing the potential or free-energy function. We find that our FEF as well as its two components, HE and TDP, varies largely from model to model. Some of the models are substantially different from the best model for which our FEF takes the lowest value. It is argued that when the best NS model is employed, the discrimination of the native fold becomes successful (i.e., its FEF becomes lower than that of any decoy structure). This result is crucially important for future works in the NMR-experimental research community.
Method Hydration entropy (HE)
The hydration free energy (i.e., excess chemical potential), which is the most important thermodynamic quantity of hydration, consists of two components, hydration entropy (HE) and hydration energy. Unlike the two components, the hydration free energy is the same irrespective of the protein insertion condition: isobaric or isochoric. 30, 31 We consider the isochoric condition that is much more convenient in a theoretical treatment. Since the HE is fairly insensitive to the protein-water interaction potential, 32, 33 the protein can be modeled as a set of fused hard spheres. The hydration energy, which is influenced by the protein-water interaction potential, is treated in the TDP. Hereafter, the HE is denoted by SVH.
We have developed a method which enables us to obtain SVH with minor computational effort. 11 In this method, SVH for a protein in a fixed structure is calculated using the angle-dependent integral equation theory [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] applied to a multipolar water model 12, 13 (a hard sphere with diameter 0.28 nm in which a point dipole and a point quadrupole of tetrahedral symmetry are embedded) combined with the morphometric approach. 17, 18 In the angle-dependent integral equation theory the effect of the molecular polarizability is taken into account using the self-consistent mean field (SCMF) theory. 12, 13 At the SCMF level the many-body induced interactions are reduced to pairwise additive potentials involving an effective dipole moment.
The idea of the morphometric approach is to predict the HE using a linear combination of only four geometrical measures for a protein with a prescribed structure:
the excluded volume, the water-accessible surface area, and the integrated mean and
Gaussian curvatures of the accessible surface, respectively. Though the excluded-volume term is the principal one, the other three terms also influence SVH. The water-accessible surface is the surface that is accessible to the centers of water molecules. The excluded volume is the volume that is enclosed by the surface area. The four coefficients in the linear combination are determined in simple geometries. They are calculated from the values of SVH for hard-sphere solutes with various diameters immersed in our model water. The angle-dependent integral equation theory is employed in the calculation for incorporating the orientational correlations. The x-y-z coordinates of the protein atoms, which characterize each structure at the atomic level, are used as part of the input data for calculating the four geometric measures.
The dielectric constant of bulk water calculated using the angle-dependent integral equation theory combined with the multipolar water model is ~83 that is in good agreement with the experimental value ~78. 15 As proved in our earlier work, 15 the angle-dependent integral equation theory gives a quantitatively accurate value of the hydration free energy of a nonpolar solute. It also gives a successful result in elucidating the hydrophilic hydration. 16 However, due to the mathematical complexity its extension to complex solute molecules like proteins is rather difficult. This problem is overcome by combing it with the morphometric approach as described above. The high reliability of the morphometric approach in calculating the HE has been demonstrated in our earlier publications. For example, the experimentally measured changes in thermodynamic quantities upon apoplastocyanin folding are quantitatively reproduced by a hybrid of the angle-dependent integral equation theory combined with the multipolar water model and the morphometric approach. 34 Moreover, great progresses have been made in elucidating the molecular mechanism of pressure, 35 cold, 36, 37 and thermal 38 denaturations of proteins by the hybrid.
Total dehydration penalty (TDP)
A fully extended structure possesses the maximum number of hydrogen bonds with water molecules and no intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The protein intramolecular energy plus the hydration energy, when the fully extended structure is chosen as the standard one, corresponds to the TDP occurring upon the transition to a more compact structure. 
Free-energy function (FEF)
Our FEF F is expressed by 11 
F=(Λ−TSVH)/(kBT0), T0=298 K. (1)
SVH is negative while Λ is positive, and they are strongly dependent on the protein structure. In the present study, T is set at T0. In what follows, we investigate the properties of our FEF exhibited when it is applied to the discrimination of the native fold of a protein from misfolded decoys.
Decoy sets tested
We test the Rosetta, 25 lattice_ssfit, 26, 27 lmds, 28 and semfold 29 decoy sets. Among them, there are decoy sets for which a protein taken from a protein complex is considered. The structure of the protein is assumed to remain unchanged even if it is isolated in aqueous solution, and the structure is regarded as the model NS of the protein.
The decoy structures are often constructed for a protein whose portions in the two terminus sides are removed (or a portion in a terminus side is removed). In such cases, the same removal is made for the NS as well for impartial comparison with the result that some of the secondary structures are lost. We are concerned with the percentage of the secondary structures thus lost, Ω. The DSSP program 44 is employed in the calculation of Ω.
Each of the decoy structures is slightly modified to eliminate the unrealistic overlaps as described in "Refinement of protein structures" of Appendix (the modification is made for some of the native structures as well). Calcium (Ca 2+ ) or zinc (Zn 2+ ) ion is entangled in the native structures of some proteins. There are proteins whose native structures are characterized by the heme binding (i.e., covalent heme linkages). On the other hand, neither the ion nor heme is included in the decoy structures.
We cope with this problem as explained in "Treatment of ions and heme" of Appendix.
When the NMR technique is employed in experimental determination of the NS, there are usually a lot of candidate models of the NS. It has been found that our FEF varies largely from model to model. We select the model for which our FEF takes the lowest value. More details are described in the subsection, "Selection of the best NMR model of the native structure (NS)".
Results

Discrimination of the native structure (NS) from decoys
A measure of the performance of a free-energy or potential function is the Z-score defined by
where <F> is the function averaged over all decoy structures of a protein in a decoy set and Fσ the standard deviation of F for the decoy structures. The performance is higher if the Z-score takes a larger, negative value (i.e., if the Z-score is negative and its absolute value is larger). The performances of our FEF and the potential functions previously proposed by two research groups are compared in Table 1 , in terms of the number of successful proteins and the average Z-score for each decoy set. The 4state_reduced, 22 fisa, 23 and fisa_casp3 23 decoy sets tested in our earlier work 11 are also included in the of the function of Miyazawa and Jernigan is "4/6, 67%" while ours is always successful.
In Figure 1 , as a representative case, the plot of F−FNative (the subscript "Native" denotes the value for the NS) against the root mean square displacement (RMSD) for Cα atoms from the NS is shown for the protein 1khm (this is the PDB code) in the semfold 29 decoy
set. For this protein, the number of decoys reaches 21,080. Despite the large number of decoys, our FEF is capable of discriminating the NS from the decoys. In the subsection, "In cases where a protein taken from a protein complex is considered", we explain the meaning of the value put within parentheses in "9/10 (10/10)" or "−6.29 (−6.79)" for the lmds decoy set (see Table 1 ).
Characteristics of the native structure (NS)
We decompose F−FNative into the two components, X and Y, defined by
and
The plot of Y against X is shown in Figure 2 for the protein 1khm in the semfold 29 decoy
set. There are significantly many structures with X<0 or Y<0. However, there are no structures causing X+Y=F−FNative<0. The NS is optimized in terms of the sum of the two components, HE and TDP. This result is consistent with the finding in our prior work.
11
Discussion
In cases where a protein taken from a protein complex is considered
In the lmds 28 decoy set, there is an example where one of the two proteins (i.e., chain C of PDB structure with code 1fc2) forming a protein complex is taken as illustrated in Figure 3(a) . The structure of the protein is assumed to remain unchanged even if it is isolated in aqueous solution, and the structure is regarded as the model NS of the protein. The decoy structures are constructed not for the complex but for the isolated protein. As shown in Figure 3(b) , it is predicted that there are a number of decoy structures whose FEF is lower than that of the model NS and the Z-score is 0.76.
This prediction is identified as a failure and reflected in "9/10" and "−6.29" for the lmds decoy set in Table 1 . However, the structure of the protein (chain C of PDB structure with code 1fc2) isolated in aqueous solution has been determined by the NMR (its PDB code is 1bdc): It is considerably different from the model NS as illustrated in Figure 4 (a)
(it has one more α-helix). The 1bdc structure must be defined as the NS of the protein.
With this definition, our FEF takes the lowest value for the NS as shown in Figure 4(b) and the Z-score is −4.15. This alteration is identified as a success and reflected in "(10/10)" and "(−6.79)" for the lmds decoy set in Table 1 . These results indicate that the features of the true NS (e.g., it is optimized in terms of the sum of the two important factors, HE and TDP) are precisely captured by our FEF.
Correlation between percentage of secondary structures lost in the model native structure (NS) and Z-score
For most of the decoy structures in the Rosetta 25 decoy set, portions in the two terminus sides of a protein are removed (or a portion in a terminus side is removed). The same removal is made for the NS as well with the result that some of the secondary structures (i.e., important constituents of the NS) are lost. The problem is that as the percentage of the secondary structures thus lost (this percentage is denoted by Ω)
increases, the resultant model NS becomes less similar to the true NS. The Z-score is plotted against Ω in Figure 5 . There is an apparent correlation between the two quantities for both Rosetta(X-ray) and Rosetta(NMR). The lower-limit value of the Z-score decreases as Ω becomes smaller. Namely, as Ω decreases, the model NS becomes closer to the true NS, and the performance of our FEF becomes higher. This result gives another evidence that the features of the true NS are precisely captured by our FEF.
Selection of the best NMR model of the native structure (NS)
We find that the values of −SVH/kB, Λ/(kBT0), and FEF change largely from model to model. As an example, we consider the protein 1khm in the semfold 29 Table 2 . With Models 3 and 20, our FEF is lower for the model NS than for any of the decoy structures. Our FEF is capable of selecting the best model which captures the features of the true NS the most precisely. (We attribute this capability of our FEF to the thorough incorporation of the water-entropy effect using a molecular model for water.)
In other words, our FEF can be applied to the refinement of low-resolution protein structure models, which have been derived from the NMR, to atomic-level accuracy. 45 For five proteins in Rosetta(NMR), 25 our FEF is not successful in discriminating the native fold from misfolded decoys. However, this nonsuccess can be justified as follows. For two of the unsuccessful proteins, the structures stabilized under acidic conditions (pH=3.5 and 4.5) are regarded as the native structures. They should be significantly different from the true native structures stabilized under physiological conditions. For our FEF to become applicable to the structures stabilized under acidic conditions, the evaluation method for the TDP is to be modified. This is because significantly many of the side chains are positively charged and the TDP effect is larger than that evaluated in our FEF. For the other three unsuccessful proteins, portions of the terminus sides are removed and the percentages of the secondary structures thus lost are 25%, 35%, and 100% which are quite high (see Fig. 5 ): The ranks of the native structures are 4, 11, and 21 among 998, 997, and 1000 structures, respectively.
We find that some of the model native structures determined by the NMR undergo unreasonably large TDP. In one of the model native structures of the protein whose PDB code is 1btb, for example, the number of hydrogen bonds is fewer than that in most of the decoy structures. As shown in Figure 6 , the model NS is inferior to most of the decoy structures in terms of the TDP: It is not suitable as a model of the true NS optimized in terms of the sum of the HE and the TDP (i.e., for which the TDP as well as the HE should be sufficiently small). The model NS is to be refined so that more complete intramolecular hydrogen bonds can be formed, and our FEF should be applicable to such refinement.
Conclusion
We have investigated the properties of our free-energy function 11 (FEF) exhibited when it is applied to the discrimination of the native fold of a protein from misfolded decoys. It is based on an all-atom model and comprises two components, the hydration entropy (HE) and the total dehydration penalty (TDP). Upon protein insertion, the total volume available to the translational displacement of the coexisting water molecules decreases, leading to a decrease in the number of accessible configurations of the water. 20, 21 Primarily from this effect, a water-entropy loss occurs. In order to fully account for the water-entropy loss, the HE is calculated using a statistical-mechanical theory applied to a molecular model for water [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] combined with the morphometric approach. 17, 18 The TDP corresponds to the sum of the hydration energy and the protein intramolecular energy when a fully extended structure, which possesses the maximum number of hydrogen bonds with water molecules and no intramolecular hydrogen bonds, is chosen as the standard one. When a donor and an acceptor (e.g., N and O, respectively) are buried in the interior after the break of hydrogen bonds with water molecules, if they form an intramolecular hydrogen bond, no penalty is imposed. When a donor or an acceptor is buried with no intramolecular hydrogen bond formed, an energetic penalty is imposed. We examine all the donors and acceptors for backbone-backbone, backbone-side chain, and side chain-side chain intramolecular hydrogen bonds and calculate the TDP.
The new, original aspects of the present study which were not found in our prior work 11 are as follows:
(1) In the 4state_reduced, 22 fisa, 23 and fisa_casp3 23 decoy sets tested in our prior paper, as observed from Table 1 , the 100% success was achieved by the function of Lu et al. 7 as well as by ours. In the present study, by contrast, the function of Lu et al. fails
for some proteins in the Rosetta(X-ray) 25 (success rate: 37/41, 90%) and lmds The semfold 29 decoy set is characterized by the largest average number of decoy structures, 12,900. In this decoy set, the function of Miyazawa and Jernigan 6 fails for some proteins (success rate: 4/6, 67%) while ours is always successful. Thus, the decoy sets tested in the present study are far more difficult than those tested in our prior work. Nevertheless, our FEF provides almost the same success.
(2) When the NMR technique is employed in experimental determination of the native structure (NS), there are usually a lot of candidate models of the NS satisfying the experimental data. However, these models are not always physically reasonable in terms of the two components, HE and TDP. In fact, our FEF as well as the two components varies largely from model to model. However, we certainly find models (or a model) for which our FEF becomes lower than any decoy structure (except when the NS was measured under acidic conditions which are significantly different from physiological conditions or when an unreasonably large percentage of secondary structures is lost due to the removal of portions of the terminus sides: for the five proteins in Rosetta(NMR)). It follows that our FEF is capable of selecting the best model among the candidate models. This capability is attributable to the thorough incorporation of the water-entropy effect in our FEF using a molecular model for water. The result mentioned above is crucially important for future works in the NMR-experimental research community. (4) We have found that some of the decoy sets are unsuitable to the test of the potential or free-energy function and how such unsuitable decoy sets are characterized, which was never argued in previously reported works.
We emphasize that these findings can be made possible only by a FEF which precisely captures the features of the NS and our FEF is this type of function.
We cannot exactly know the true NS of a protein. What we have is a model NS represented by structural data obtained via a specific route. However, such a model NS is not sufficiently close to the true NS in the following examples:
(A) When a protein isolated from a protein complex is considered and the structure in the complex is employed as the model NS of the isolated protein without any change, the model NS is often quite different from the true NS.
(B) When a fragment taken from a protein is considered and its structure is assumed to remain unchanged even if it is separately immersed in aqueous solution, the structure is often significantly different from a well-qualified model NS of the fragmental protein. 
